B. Toys, Games Puzzles
Non-Electric Toys
B101

Gears Building set!

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour & shape recognition
-Manipulation

£1.00

B107

Small Wooden Painted Threading Beads

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination

50p

B122

Magnetic 3D building puzzle

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour & shape recognition
-Manipulation

£1.50

B123

3D Building Puzzle
Take apart and rebuild using tools to make 3d
art

-Hand eye coordination
-Colour & shape recognition
-Manipulation

£1.50

B124

Rainbow Sound Blocks

-Listening for different sounds
-Looking at the different objects that
make different sounds
-Play talk

£1

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B126

My Friend Freddy Bear
Download app sothe teddy bear can be
programmed to know about your childs
faviourite things.

-Imaginative play
-Cause and effect
-Social play
-Helps build relationships

£2.00

Uses bluetooth to so information not stored on teddy!

B129

Diffraction Roly Poly Drum

-Good for paired play.
-Visual & auditory stimulation
-Teaches cause & effect

£1.50

B130

Wooden lace up shoes

-Learn to lace shoes!
-Manipulation & coordination

50p

B133

Marble Run

-Uses both fine motor skills and logical
and sequential thinking.

£1.00

B134

Worm World
-Allows children to see inside the amazing
Layer compost and sand and watch how the
world of worms
worms move through soil.
-Understanding of the world we live in
Worms not provided!!!

50p

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B136

Mirror Chime About

-Visual & auditory stimulation
-Teaches about cause and effect

£2.00

B137

Intelligence Devil Tower

-Promotes and encourages independent
thinking
-Problem solving, enhance learning
through hands-on activity
-Stimulates imagination & creativity

£1.00

B138

Kid Kinex Railroad Pals Building Set
(58 pieces)

-Manipulation & fine motor skills
-Develops their spatial awareness
-Encourages imagination

£1.00

B140

Remote controls & mobile phones

-For those that love playing with buttons
& phones!
-Manipulation
-Role Play

50p

B156

Touch & Match Game

Matching game which helps improve
tactile skills
Also helps with
visual recognition skills

£1.00

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B157

DIY Gear Clock
Colourful cogs are assembled in the clear
plastic case, to make a mechanical clock.

-Fine motor skillsLearning about the
world around usLearning to follow
instructionsFab for those that like cogs!

£1.50

B158

Turn & Tell the Time Clock

Helps children learn how to tell the time
including digital.
Also has a game to
help reinforce learning

£1.50

Electronic Toys
B206

Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Cookie Shape
Surprise

-Encourages reaching and grasping,
developing hand-eye coordination
-Introduces an early understanding of shapes,
colours and numbers

B213

Joggle Bopper

Explore opposites, listen to music and
rhymes and explore counting, colours and
more

50p

Requires batteries

£1.00

Requires batteries
B218

Leap Frog Leapster & games

-Teaches skills in a range of subjects, such
as language arts, reading, mathematics
and science
Requires batteries

£1.50

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B222

Bop it! Tetris
You have to slide, spin or slam to get the
shapes to fall where you want them to

-Improve motor planning & coordination
-Colour identification
-Annoying parents!!!

£1.50

Requires batteries

B223

Walkie Talkies
These let you chat, send messages and play
games

-Cause and Effect
-Imaginative, Independent Role play
-Hand/Eye Coordination

£1.50

Batteries required
B224

Nintendo DS Lite and games

-Uses games to help with improving hand
eye coordination , memory, planning,
reading & cause & effect.
- Keep the kids quiet on a long journey

£1.50

B231

Simon Electronic Game

Great to improve memory &
sequencing skills
Hand eye coordination
Fun!!!

£1.50

B233

Wobble board

Test your balance and ability with all the
family
-Helps keep kids active & fit
-Can also be used as a handheld game

£1.50

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B234

Remote Controlled Car

Great to improve memory &
sequencing skills
Hand eye coordination
Fun!!!

£2.00

B235

Magic Moves Electronic Wand

Promotes creative movement, gross
motor skill development, direction
following and listening skills.

£1.00

B236

Remote control Minion

Controled with an easy to use handset
helps devolop fine motor skills, and great
fun!

£1.00

B237

Bop it Beats

Follow the game's commands to spin the
turntable clockwise, scratch it back and forth,
spin it clockwise or flip the game unit over. 5
game modes: Difficulty levels increase as the
games progress

£1.00

B238

DIY Gear Clock
Colourful cogs are assembled in the clear
plastic case, to make a mechanical clock.

-Fine motor skillsLearning about the
world around usLearning to follow
instructionsFab for those that like cogs!

£1.00

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
Puzzles
B301

Melissa & Doug Stacking wooden puzzle

-Colour matching
-Counting
-Hand eye coordination
-Problem-solving

£1.00

B302

Winnie the Pooh wooden puzzle

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination

50p

B303

Familiar items wooden puzzle

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Early recognition of world around us

50p

B304

Wooden locks, latches, hooks & clasps
board.
Has hide and seek pictures behind each
door.

Develops fine motor and memory skills

£1.00

B305

Spinning Gears

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Cause & effect

50p

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B306

Wooden square block puzzle

-Hand eye coordination
-Matching skills & making choices
-Fine motor skills

50p

B308

Twinkle Twinkle little star puzzle with
music

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination

50p

B309

Things People Do Jigsaw puzzle in tin

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination
-Knowledge of the world

50p

B310

Farm yard animals puzzle

-Fine motor skills
-Hand eye coordination

50p

B311

Match-it Sequencing Puzzle

-Includes 20 self-correcting puzzle pairs
-Teaches sequences
-Develops problem solving skills

50p

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B312

Vehicles Lacing Game

-Improves hand-eye coordination
-Helps develop sequencing, dexterity and
motor skills

50p

B313

Nessy Dyslexia CVC Games Pack

These CVC card games provide essential
multisensory learning and they are great
fun! 8 games, CVC stands for consonant
vowel consonant, e.g. cat.

50p

Games
B401

Tell the time game
Say the time out loud and try to make a match
on your activity-packed playing board

- Links with National Curriculum Maths
-Encourages observation and language
skills
-Develop numeracy skills with analogue
and digital times

50p

B402

Caterpillar Race Game

-Colour Matching
-Counting
-Hand eye coordination
-Problem solving and social skills

50p

B403

Friendly Farm Counters
-Great for counting, matching and sorting
Comes with matching coloured bowls & large
activities.
Tweezers
-Use with the large tweezers to help fine
motor skills
-Taking turns

50p

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B404

Ring Toss

-Improves hand eye coordination
-Balance & core strength
-Turn taking

50p

B405

Zoo Skittles

-Improves hand eye coordination
-Balance & core strength
-Turn taking

50p

B406

Funky Footprints
Follow the footprints to hear lots of silly
sounds and see flashing lights.

-Coordination & balance
-Following instructions
-Counting
-Colours
Batteries Required

50p

B407

Shopping List Game

-Encourages observation & memory skills
-Develop Personal and Social Skills
-Link with early learning goals & National
curriculum English Key stage 1

50p

B408

Dotty Dinosaurs

-Encourages social skills & observation
-Improves manual dexterity
-Links with early years goals

50p

B. Toys, Games Puzzles
B409

"TIME SHOCK" Brainteaser Game

Tests your visual & motor skills
Improves hand eye coordination
& Memory Skills

£1.00

B410

Rush Hour Logic Game

Helps with problem solving skills
& develops critical thinking
Fun for adults too!

£1.00

B411

Wooden Memory Game

Innotive flipping pieces won't get lost.
Helps to improve memory skills Can be
played by 2 players Great for travelling

50p

